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In developing clothing for a modern e=q, the Quarte:rmaater Corps 
must consider current battlefield requirements. Personnel armor, shield
ing the combat soldier from fast-fl11ng 1're.gments, is a ease in point, 
for ita success clearly hinges on its battlefield effectiveness. As this 
battlefield effectiveness cannot be tested directly, it must be analyt
ically' assessed using the tools of modern mathematics. In the course of 
this assessment it is n~cessary to incorporate realistic values for the 
angle at llhich the 1're.gment strikes the armor, the angle of obllqu;it;r, 
since this aogle affects the penetrability of the 1're.gment. Quarte,.,...,ter 
mathematicians in the Operational Mathematics Office, therefore, studied 
this problem in order to make a realistic dete:rm:ination of' the relative 
frequency of different values of the angle of obliquj.t;r. Their work is 
reported in this, the fifth report in the Quartermaster Operational Mathe
matics Series. 

{{;".(b~ C. G. CALLOWAY · 
Major General, 1lBA. 

Director of Operations 
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AllSSCT 

Measures of the effectiveness of body a:t'IIK)r have been obtained in 
the past asS1.llldng the angle of obli\luit:y is zero, i.e., that the :pro
jectiles strike the a.:r:mor normal to its surface. Since penetrability 
is a function of the ~e of obliquity, it is important to determine 
the set of rmgl.es likely to be encountered and to "U.Ge this set Wen 
assessing body armor. An estimate of the distribution of the angles 
of obliquity was obtained for fragments striking the upper torso. It 
turned out in this situa.t1on that the proportion of angles of obliquity 
less than X degrees is a:pproximatel:y 2X$ for 0 <X< 4o, (X + 4o)"' for 
4o < X < 6o and 1~ for X > 60. The proceiiure used to obtain this 
estimate is iiirectl:y applicable to making similar estimates for other 
parts of the body. 
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IN'JllODUCTION 

The angle of obliquity at which a projectile strikes a target is 
know to affect penetrability. In evaluating bod;y' armor for field use 
it is consequently important to know the angles of obliquity likely to 
be encountered !.n the field • In the past it has been assumed that 
most f:t>agrnents :f'.l"OttL a shell ex:ploding at a distant point would tend to 
strike the target at a:ngles close to the normal. However, this assu:m;p
tion has never been substantiated. 

The particular target of concern here is a h\JJnan figure wearing a 
combat uniform and a protective body armor vest. The question might be 
stated sinl;pl.y' a.s follows: If the target were repeatedly exposed to pro
jectiles from the explosion of a fragmenting shell, and we could measure 
the angles of obliquity of the projectiles striking the target, whet is 
a likely distribution of the magnitudes of these angles? Since it is 
impractical to measure such angles in laboratory" or field firing tests, 
a mathematical. technique that would estimate the distribution was de
sired. 'l!bis re:port summarizes the work done on this question by the 
Operational Mathematics Office or the Quartermaster Corps. 

In attacking this problem, it is necessar,y to limit the discussion 
to a particular resion of the target. In this report this region is the 
upper chest, more specifically, a narrow band about the body slig!iJ(tly 
below armpit level. The same techniques could be applied to other regions 
of the body as well. 

The angle of obliquity is the angle between the nol'lllal to the target 
surface and the tangent to the projectile trajectory, both taken at the 
point of impact. This is, of course, a three-dimensiona.l problem. Our 
analysis was made using a two-dimensional model. In this reduced case, 
the target is a plane figure: the shepe of the clothed human figure ., 
it would appear in a horizootal cross-section at the level of the body 
we are studying. lJ1te normal and the tangent are represented by their 
respective projections in the horizontal plane of the cross-section. The 
angle of obliquity we will deal with then is the projection in the hori
zontal plane of the true angle. 

This reduction in dimension is a major simplification. However,. any 
error so introduced need not be major. When reasonable conditions, limiting 
the deviation of the true trajectory :from the horizontal. :pla.:ne, are speci
fied, the discrepancy bet~en the true angle and its projection can be shown 
to be small. rr!he ma.gni tude and direction of this error under specific con ... 
ditions are discussed on pages 17 - 20 • A general discussion of the 
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geometrical relationship between the true and the proJected angle is 
given in Appendix II· 

To apply the technique described here, it is necessary to specify 
the distance, in tbe horizontal plane, from the target to the projected 
point of the· e>;plosion. Distributions will be estimated for tw dis
tances 1 4o and 100 f~et. 

The remainder of' this report is divided into seven major sections. 
~e first contains a description of the geometrical model used in the 
study, tbe second a description of the procedure used to obtain the 
distribution of the angles of obli~nity. The distribution arrived at is 
:presented in the third section and a discussion of the accuracy o:f some 
aspects of the procedure is given in the fourth onE!. nds discussion 
appears after the results because some of the results are used in the 
course of the discussion. A COIJq>al'ison of our results with those one 
vould obta.in using further s:lmplify:ing assumptions is given in the fifth 
section. The sixth and seventh .sections contain conclusiona and recom
mendations, respectively. 
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TilE GllC:METRICAL MODEL 

In constructing a model, the first question to be asked is: What 
is the nature of the conditions that may be found in tbe field? We will 
prescribe three conditions. First, to make the problem manageable, ve 
will consider the target only in an upright, exposed position. Second, 
we will permit the target to turn in all. possible directions with respect 
to the detonation, i.e., facing it, with his back turned, etc-, and will 
assume that each of these is equally likely. Third, we will consider 
only those projectiles with trajectories that would have intersected the 
body if no armor or clothing were present. 

The geometrical model used in our study will now be described. As 
indicated earl.ier this model lies entirely in the horizontal plane con ... 
taining the cross-section of the target under study. The basic elements 
of the model are the target, the projected tr&jectory, projected normaJ.., 
proJected angle of obliquity, and two angles that will be used to specifY 
the relation of the trajectory to the target. The eleJ!lents and their 
relationshipS are sho"wn in Figure l; they will be discussed in more detail. 
in the succeeding paragraphs. 

The first important element of the model is a pair of cross-sections, 
on.e within the other; the outer one is the cross ... section of the fully 
clothed man, the imler one tba.t of' the unclothed man. 

A seeond element is the projection in the horizontal plSlle of the 
point of explosion and the :fragment traJectories originating from it. We 
will call this projected point of explosion the source. It is located at 
same distance d from the center of the cross-section. 

Three assumptions about the projection of' the trajectories were made, 
namely: 

1. that the trajectories will project as straight lines. This 
is equival.ent to ignoring wind or other forces which might cause a :fl'a.gm.ent 
to move J.a.teral.ly as vell as vertically. Note tha.t since movement is only 
in a vertical plane, the tangent to the trajectory at the point of impact 
will project into the same straight line a.s the trajectory, so that the 
projected angle of obliquity is the angle between the projected normal to 
the Surface and the projected trajectory itse1f. 

2. the radiEU distribution of the projected trajectories about 
the source is uniform. 
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Figure l. The Geometrical Figure 

c er 

Clothed Figure 
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3* the true trajectory continues in the same vertical plane 
af'ter penetrating the clothing, i.e., the proJected trajectory con
tinues in a straight line. This assun:rption is known to be valid for 
small BJlgles of obliquity and tllough the available evidence for larger 
angles indicates the projectiles may turn, it is not to be expected 
tba.t in the long run tu:rns in one direction will exceed those in the 
other, so that our assumption is not unreasonable. Of course, aJ.though 
we only wish to consider those trajectories intersecting the inner 
figure, the BJlgle of obliquity "" seek is the Bilgle lllllde w.\ th the outer 
figure. 

~ order to describe the last elements -- the two angles specifYing 
the trajectory -- we require Figure L So as to simplify this discus
sion~ the terms normaJ., trajectory, a.nd angle of obliqUity, 'Will be used 
to refer to their respective projections in the horizontal plane. 

. ~e exact shape of' the cross-sectional figures and the method used 
to obtain them will be discussed in Section III. Fox the moment -we can 
think of a general cross-sectional figure, somewhat broader than it is 
deep. It is helpf\tl to th1nk of' a co-ordinate a.xis system superimposed 
on the figure so that the origin coincides with the "center" of the cross
section. A precise definition of the tem center will be given later. 

We will ca.ll the l.ine joining the center of the figm-e to the source, 
the source line. SUppose, 'Whlle holding the figures, iilcl.uding the axes 
and the center, fixed we allow the Sou.t"Ce to move along the circumference 
of a. circl.e of radius d. In this manner the figure can assume a:ny desired 
orientation toward the SO\U'Ce -- facing it, turned sidewise, etc. This 
orientation "JJJ1J.Y' be measured by the a.ugle, called alpha, between the source 
line and the x-a.::da. In our model we assume all val.ues of a: are equal.l.y 
lilrely. 

The a.ngl.e between the source line and the trajectory we have ca.lled 
beta. Each value tor 13 determines a. specific trajectory. Of course, only 
those vo.lues of !3 within a naJ."l:''W range to either side of the source lille 
will determine trajectories which intersect the inner figure. Since we 
have assumed that the trajectories are radi~ distributed about the source 
in a uniform manner it follow that all values of ~ are equ&lly likely. 

PROCEDURE 

Summary. In genera.l, the procedure was to first determine the size 
and shape of' the cross ... section. of the armored man (the outer figure) and 



the nude lll!lll (the inner figure). Then a representative set of tra
jectories are specified in ter.ms of a and ~ and the trajectories are 
drawn full sca1e on a sheet of graph paper near their intersection 
with the figures _ .. the inner and outer figure were previously dra.wn 
on the same graph paper. The tangent at the point of impact is drawn 
a:nd the angle of ob~iquity1 m, measu.red directly using a protractor. 
This was done for a random. sample of 180 trajectories and the results 
were combined and smoothed to obtain an estimate of the distribution 
of the angles of obliquity. The procedure will nov be described in 
more detail and a rrumerical ~l.e 'W'Orked to illp.strate 1 ts use. 

The Size and Shape o:f the Cross-Sections. 'lhe shape of the outer 
figure was detemined using a manikin dressed in a regulation col.d·"Wet 
uniform with a body a..nnor vest as the outer gannent. The layers of 
clothing -- heavy, woolen underwear, woolen shirt, field jacket, and 
a:rmor vest -- provided a padding of' one to two inches about the body, 
considerablzy" altering the shape from that of the \Ulclothed JIJ!lllikin. A 
life-size, representative cross-section of the c~othed manikin was 
reproduced on e. sheet of graph paper. This was done by taking measure
ments of the manikin with respect to several base lines, as described 
'below. 

The reader is referred to Figu.t"e 2. 1Jlle sheet of paper represents 
the horizontal plane of the cross-section. A vertical plane, bisecting 
the JIJ!lllikin into s;ymmetric right and left halves, would intersect tbe 
horizontal plene in a straight line, which we will call the y-ax:ts. If 
we now hold two rulers in the horizontal plane perpendicu.lar to the 
verticaJ. pla:ne, a:nd tangent to the outer S1.U"face of the clothed manikin, 
we establish two base.-lines. The distance between these two parallel 
rulers is the depth of the outer figure. In this case, the depth was 
13 inches. We will call these lines the anterior and posterior base 
lines. A third parallel line, midway betveen these two is also drawn. 
This we will call the x-arls. The center is the intersection of the 
;x .. and y-axes. 

The next step is to :make a series of measurements of the distances 
from the ruler to the body surface, symmetrically, at one-inch intervals 
to the right and left of the midpoint of the anterior base line. A few 
additional. measurements are made near the left and right hand edges be
cause of the extreme cut"'V'a.ture there. Since it is reasonable to think 
of the human body as s;ymmetric from left to right, the two s;ymmetric 
measurem.ents are averaged. A SUf.lUI.l.al"y' of the actual and averaged measure
ments is given in Ta.bl.e 1. These average measurements are then plotted 
on the graph paper full scale w::t th the same relationship to the anterior 
base line as they bad to the l"'tlJ.er. The same procedure is followed w1 th 
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respect to the posterior base line. The breadth is :measured bY' holding 
rulers at the side of the body and measuring the distance betweett. the 
parallel. rulers. IJhl.s distance was found to be 1.7-1/2 inches. To rep
resent this, two lines, pa.:rallel to the y-axis and 8-3/411 to the right 
and to the lef't of it are draw. We call these the le:ft and right base 
Unes. A smooth c:u:rve through the plotted points is inscrihed in the 
rectangle formed by the four base lines. Tb.is is the cross-section of 
the clothed man. lJ!b.e same teclmique c.a.n be used to obtain a represent
ative cross-section of the unclothed figure. This inner figure has a. 
depth of 9·75 11 and a breadth of 13.5". On the basis of these measure
ments, our manikin would appear to be slightly J.arger through the

1 
chest 

than. the average male soldier as reveaJ.ed in statisti-cal studies. How .. 
ever, the difference is smal.l, and our measurements fall well within the 
range of measurements recorded in these studies. 

The some"Wha.t rectangula.r shape of the cross-section ma;y be a su.:r:prise 
to some readers. This shape is -corroborated by .Ana.tOJttY' texts illustrating 
actual cross-sections of the human body.2 

The inner figure was pOsitioned so that the space between the two 
figures (representing the thickness of the cl.othing ls;yer) w.s approx:!.mately 
the srune a.t the four "corners". This thinnest clothing ~r can be seen 
from the drawing to be about l". At the back, the space is about 1.5", 
and at the sides and the front about 2". 

Specif)ing the Tra.1ectories -- a: and ~. Having established the shape 
of'" the target we now "Jl\UBt determine the trajectories. The angles a: a.ud f3 
are used for this purpose. Referring again to Figure 1, because of the 
left-right symmetry of the figure, we can confine our discussion to, sa;y, 
the right haJ.f' of the circle so that a "Will va:ry f':t'om. -90° to +90°. Recall. 
that all values of alpha within this range are equally llkely. 

Fixing a only a amall proportion of the traJectories will intersect 
the inner figure. We wish to confine our discussion to only these trajectories. 
Because these trajectories lie within a narrow range to either side of the 
source line, ;tt is :most convenient to define the mea.sureme:nt of' the angle 
beta in positive and negative directions from the source line. Angles beta 
in a. clockwise di.rection rlll be: considered nega.tive -- those in a 

~ooten, E. A., ~Build in a Sample£! the UDited States~· 
Technical Report EP·102, Enviromnental Protection Rese~ch Division, Read
quarters, 01 Research & :&lgineering CCI!!Tilland, US Arnry, Natick, MassachUsetts. 
Febru.s.ry 1959 • 

2 Ey"cleshymer, A. c. and Schoemaker, D. M. ! Cross-Section Anatomy. 
D. Appleton and Co., New York. 19ll· 
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Table 1. Measurements Used to Obtain the Cross-Sectional Figures, 
In Inches 

OUTER ;!:l;GURE 
Front ' . - Back 

Le:l't Inches ltl.ght Le:l't Inches ltl.ght 
Depth From Depth Depth From Depth 
~ Center ~ Av. Meas. Center Mea.s. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

3/8 2 1/4 5/16 1/8 2 1/4 
1/2 ~ 1/2 1/2 3/16 3 3/8 
1·5/16 7/8 1-1}16 5/16 4 5/16 
1-7/16 5 1~5/16 l-3/8 1/2 5 3/4 
1-15/16 6 2-5/8 2 1-5/16 6 1-l/16 
2-15/16 7 3-1/4 3-1/16 1-9/16 7 1-3/4 
3-5/16 7·5 3-9/16 3-7/16 2-i/16 7·5 1-15/16 
4-3/16 8 4-3/4 4-1/2 2-3/4 8 2-5/16 

3·7/16 8.5 3-1/4 

INNER l!'IGURE 

Front E<ock 
te:l't ;tncbes Right Le:l't Inches Right 
Deptfl F.cOlll Depth Depth From Depth 
~ Center ~ Av. Mee.s Center Mee.s. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 2 0 0 0 2 0 

1/8 3 1/8 1/8 0 3 0 
3/8 4 5/16 3/8 1/16 4 1/16 
3/4 5 ll/16 3/4 3/8 5 7/16 

1-1/8 5·5 1-1/16 1-1/8 5/8 5·5 13/16 
2 6 1·1(2 1·3/4 1-1/16 6 1-1/4 

6.5 4 2-1/4 6.5 2-1/16 

9 

Av. 

0 
0 

3/l6 
1/4 
5/16 
5/8 
1 

1-5/8 
2 

2-1/2 
3-3/8 

Av. 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1/16 
3/8 
3/4 

1·1/8 
2-1/8 



counterclockwise direction, positive. The limiting value of beta in 
either direction is the value detemining the trajectory tangent to the 
inner figure. These negative and positive limits de:fine the range a:f 
beta :for e. fixed va.lue of eJ.pba. lJlle range of beta. Will be different 
for di:f:ferent values of the angle a.l.pba., e.g., the range of bets for 

a: = 0° is obviously amal.l.er tbar:l for a. = 90°. 

At e. given distance d, assigning values to the pe.i:t:" of angles a and 
~~ each within tQe range just defined, will generate a traJectory. We 
can draw any trajectory on the graph paper o:nd find 1 ts point of inter
section with th~ crosa-aectiona1 figure in the :following manner: Given 
a, ~' and d, the intercepts of the traJectory with the co .. ard.:Lna.te axes 
can be computed. Far positi-ve a and 13, using the Law of Sines, we see 
from Figure 3 that :for a, the x-intercept, 

d a 
sin( a + ~) = S:iil'li • 

Therefore, 

d Sin.~ 
a = sin( a+ ~) 

The y-intercept1 b, is then obtained from the relation 

-b 
a 

= tan( a+ ~), which gives, b = -a tan (a+ ~). 

FIGU!lE 3• Estimating the Intercepts 

Source 

X 

lO 



careful onal;ysis 'Will shaw that these relationships hold for eJ.l oambina· 
UOlUI of ne~:~ative and. positive a and ~. ~ in tw s:peoial oases is 
eitber of the intercepts Ulldefined.. This ooours Well 1al = 1~1 or 190-c:tl = I~ I in wh:icb. oases the trejeotor,y is psreJ.lel to one axis ODd 
d.oes :!.nterS<Io~- tha othar• Jlf course, tha tr~jeotor,y oen stU:~: be 
d.re"'! since the above formulas can be used to ocmq>Ute the intercept vi th 
the axis it does intersect. 

The ll!mge of p. We are now in a position to construct a trajectory 
given Ct and ~ and measure the resultant a.ogle of obliquity. All that 
remair.ts then is to ahoose sui table values of a 8Jld 13. · In order to do 
this we must be able to estimate the range of f3 given a. This was done 
for each of the two values of d Qy first selecting several values of a 
" 0 0 
in the range ... 90 to +90 , then working out the minimum and maximum values 
of ~ possible for each a, and ~ plotting these results as a function 

0 of a end drawing a smooth curve through them. Given any 0: in the range -90 
0 to +90 ve can use these curves to read off the co:rresponding values for 

tha maximum and min:!Jmun ~. The curves are sbol!ll as Figures 4 and 5. 

How then do we esttmate the ~ and ~ values of ~ associated 
with a certain a:, aq a

0
• A first estimate ia :made by measuring the greateat 

distance from the source 1ine correspondi.Dg to a
0 

to the edge of the inner 

f'igure along lines perpendicular to this source line. 'l!lis is most easily 
done by sliding a ruler along the appropriate source line perpendicular to 
it. The first estimate tb.en is the angle 'Whose tangent is this distance 
divided by d. Using this value for I) and 0:

0 
we may construct a traJectory. 

if this trajectory ia indeed tangent to the inner figure our job is done; 
if not we adjust the first estimate of f3 in accordance with the observed 
trajectory. Tbe second estllna.te' is almost aJ.ways satisfactory. 

Sampling -- Choosing a and 1). :Now we come to the choice of a and 13. 
It has been mentioned that a.ll values of these angles within their respective 
ranges are equa.lly- li.keJ.y. This must be taken into account in selecting 
values for our sample of trajectories. For alpha, this is easily done by 

selecting values evenly distributed over the range -90° to -+90°, as we have 
done. A complete list of the values of a used iS given in Appendix I. 

'£he choice of !3 is more complex. For each value of a a value of i3 must 
be selected so that 180 values of beta must be chosen and assigned to a in 
a :random. manner. This 'WaS done by first assigning a 3 .. digit number from a 
table of random numbers3 to -each of the l8o values of e.lpha. If we think 

3.rhe Rand Corp. !, Million Random Digits 'Witb 100,000 Nonna.l Deviates, 
'l'he Free Press Publishers, Glencoe, Illinois, 195.5. 
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of this 3 .. d.igit nmnber as a decimal between 0 and 1., then, for fixed 
a, f3 is determined by ntultiplying this number by the range of 13 cor
responding to the given a and then adding this result to the minimum 
~. 

A c~lete list of the ranges of ~' the associated random 3-digit 
numbers and the: values of' beta corresponding to each a is given in 
Appendix I. 

Numerica.l Example. Before proceeding to describing the procedure 
used to combine our 180 results -we 'Will work a numerical example to 
illustrate the estimtion of the projected angle of obliquity given d, 
a, and the 3-digi t s-cale factor. Let d = 100 feet,. a = 30° and the 
factor = 968. From Figure 5 we see the mininnno t3 = .. 1.7 1 and the 
max:llnum is +19'. If we a~ the scale factor we obtain ~ = .968(36•) 
+ (-17') .""" 17' 50'' to the nearest 1011

• We can now compute the inter
cepts of the specified trajectory, using the values: o: = 300, 
f3 = ~T 50", and d • 100 :feet = 1200 inches. The x.-intercept, a, is 
found b;y the fo:t'lllUla a = d sin ~/sin( a + ~) to be 1.2.35 inches, and 
they-intercept b = -a t<m(a + ~) = 7.22 inches. ~se intercepts 
are then plotted on the graph paper, and the trajectory drawn. through 
them. After drawing the tangent to the figure at the point of inter
section of the trajectory, we find. that the resultant angle of obliquity 
is 38°. 

Combining and Smootbing the Data.. We now have 180 angles of 
obliquity at each of two distances, 40 and 100 feet, and must combine 
them to obtain an estimate of their distribution. These 18o angles 
should not be given equal weight in determ1n1ng the distribution; they 
shoul.d be weighted by their corresponding range of f3. The reason for 
this is that the greater tbe range of' ~ the greater the number of 
trajectories intersecting the inner figure. The weights used were the 
actual range of 13 in minutes. At 40 feet, these weights run front 70 to 
100, and at 100 feet from 28 to l«J. Becmtee of the small variation in 
these \reights_, the effect of weighting an the distributiOD was smell. 

We next estimate the E!OPOrtion of ~es of obliquity less than or 
equal to, say_,..!l- , for ..fl- ""' 0° to 65° in 5° :t.ncl"ellle''.ts. This is done 
by first arranging the 180 val'!l's for "' in increasing order w1 th their 
cor:res:ponding weigb:ts ~. Ne~he lBO weights. ~ proportion of angles 
less tban A is the sum of weights corresponding to angles w < -11.. 
divided by the ow of all weights. -



The fiJ:"al distribution is obtained by using standB;rd ""thelnatical 
procedures to Sirooth the data.. A 7 ... point smoothing :f'o:nuul...a was used 
for these data. 

'ra.ble 2 contains a su:m.ma:r.-y of the results of our study. The moat 
important observation to be mad.e is that, contrary to previous ass'Ulllp
tious 1 the angles of obliquity e.re not grustered near zero. In fact 
the angles of obliquity are less than 5 in fe~r than one-ninth of the 
cases. Also, as ca.:n be seen from the enumeration of all resg1ts in 
Appendix I, there are no angles of obliquity greater than 63 • This is 
the result of restricting our trajectories to those hitting the inner 
figure. 

Greville, Dr. T .. N. E. "Adjusted Average Graduation Fo:rmula.s of 
Ma:ximtUD Smoothness". The Record, American Institute of Actuaries, Vol. 
XXXVI, Bart II, No. 74, Ootober 1947. 

Greville, "Tables of Coefficients in Adjusted Average Graduation 
Fo:rmul.a.s of Maximum Smoothness 11

• The Record, American Institute of 
Actuaries, Vol. XXXVII, Bart I, !lo. 75, April 191i8. 
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Tabl.e 2. Culmll.ative Distribution of 
the Allgles of Obliquity 

Per Cent of .Ang:).es Less than Given Val.ue 
Weighted ResUlts Smoothed Results 

10.84 10.34 
21.62 21.23 
30·92 32.36 
~.54 ~-~ 
49·79 50-49 

57-65 59·78 
71·25 70-32 
81.58 80.10 
85·93 86.81 
91·31 91.47 
95·50 95·1Kl 
98.89 96-43 

100.00 100.00 
too;oo 100.00 
100.00 100.00 

Per Cent of AngJ ea Less tba.:n Given Value 
Weighted ResUlts Smoothed Results 

10-77 10.45 
21.94 20·73 
28.76 :JJ.-36 
~.65 41.86 
50.33 51.81 
61.89 61.50 
69.88 70.80 
81.44 79·55 a4T 86.75 
93· 5 92.71 

97·25 97·21 
~.48 ~.~4 

100.00 ~· 7 
100.00 100.00 
100.00 100.00 

ko. apprmdlnation to the distribution of angles of ob1iqui t;y is 
seen to bet 0 0 'I> of angles less than w :ror w between 0 and lKl = (&.)% 

II rt U If IJ 11 II II 11 4Q0 and 6Q0 "" (4o + m)~ 
11 II • rt n II II II II greater ~ 6Q0 : 1~ 

l6 



DISCUSSION OF TilE PROCEIJURE 

The most questionable aspect of our procedure is probably the use 
of a. two-dimensional study for a three ... diJnensiomll problem. As previously 
noted, we are working with the projections of the a.ctu.al angles onto the 
horizontal pl.a.ne. However, we shall. show that the differences between the 
projected angle and the true angle of obliquity are in most cases amall so 
that our conclusion rega.l'ding the distribution of' these angles should not 
be seriously affected by our use of projections. 

Reference is made at this point to Figure 6. Angle w in the horizontal 
plaoo is the projected a;ngle of obliQ.uity. Angle ~ is the true angle of 
obliquity, angle r is the a;ngle between the actual. normal and its pro
jection onto the horizontal plane, end angle f.l. is the angle between the 
actual trajectory and its projection. In general, if both the actual normal 
and trajectory are above the horizontal plane, these angles are related by 
the :f'o:r:'ll'lllla: cos ell = sin ~ sin r + cos j.l cos r cos (L)o This 
f'oi1!1.Ula is derived in Appendix II. If' they are on opposite sides of the 
horizontal. plane the fo:rmul.a. becomes: cos Ill ""' cos l.l cos ; cos w - sin l.l 
sin ;. Using these formulas we computed the true angles of obliquity f'or 
a. variety of combinations of the angles mJ l.l, and 1 • A summary of the 
results is contained 1n Figures 7 and 8. 

Figure 6. - Projections 

17 



Figure 7· nre Difference Between the Projected and True .Angl.es of Obliquity 
When the Trajectory and l]lmgent are Both Above the Horizontal. PJ.ane 
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Figure 8. '!'he D:tfi'erence between the Projected and True Angl.es of Obliquity 
When the Trajectory and Tangent are on Opposite Sides of the 
Horizontal Pl.ane 
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Note that the true a.ngle of obliquity is, for the most psrt, greater 
tba.n the projected angle and that for values of w near 0°, the true angle 
of obliquity ll.IAY be mch greater than 0°. In this case, since the dif
ference ~ - ID is always positive ve have underestimated the angle of ob
liquity and the effect on the actual distribution of the angles would be 
to shift the distribution toward the larger values of' tu• Since cases of 
this sort can be expected to occur infrequently, we feel the conclusion 
arrived a.t using the distribution of projected angl.es is reasonably safe. 

the c:;u!!:!n~e::! =~a!e v:~:s c:ce:ina!d th; ce::~;-o:;e fr~t o0 
to 10°. In considering the a:ppl:ications, this range is believed to be 
adeq1.1.a.te. However, the conclusions regarding the relation of m to ~ 
apply only for this range -- if the reader finds it necessary to compare 
these angles for other values of 1-L and r , additional. computations 
will be required. 

In using our graphical method, hu:a1ail errors in drawi.Dg lines, measuring 
angles, and reproducing figures are bound to occur. For this reason, 19 
n~easurements of the angles of obliquity were remade at each of the two dis
tances. More s:pecif'ica.ll:y 1 after cam_plet:l.ng our l.8o measurements a.t each 
distance, we repeated the entire graphical procedure for 19 of them. The 
angles to be remeasu.:red were chosen in such a way that they were distributed 
evenly around the figure. In order to avoid being influenced by our earlier 
work, the remeasurements were remade several weeks after the original measure
ments. We found tha~ the average absolute difference in measurements was 
l-3/4°, with the largest difference being 4-3/4°. In same cases, both.meaa
\U"elllents were exactly the same. Table 3 contains a. S'l.lXl'llll.EU' of these differ
ences. 

CCMEARISON WITH RFEULTS USING SIMPLER ASSUMPTIONS 

A simpler approach to deter.mining the distribution of the angles of 
obliquity bas been proposed. The approach is to assume the target is ellip
tics.l.l.:y shaped, with its major axis twice its minor one, and that the frag
ment trajectories are para.llel and unifol"J:ll.ly distributed, impinging only on 
the longer side of the elll:pse. Since we found that the cross-section of 
the clothed man is appre~iably larger than that of the unclothed man and 
that the ratio of the longer diameter of the target to its shorter one ia 
more nearly 4 to 3 than 2 to 1, we us:ed this information a.s well. 

More specifically, we have obtained six additional sets of di~tribU
tio:o.s of the angles of obliquity~ Because they can be obtained easily, we 
did not hesitate to obtain distributions for all reasonable combinations 
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T&ble 3· !!!be Differences Between Or1g1nal end 
Second llee.surei>ents 

Di:f'f'erence 
Distance Ori~· Meu. 2nd Meas. Oris· - 2Jld 

40' 12 . - 30' 13° - -- ' .. 0 - 30' 
55° - 30' 56° - 30' 

0 
-1 - --

200 24° - 45 -4° - 45' 
4oo - -- 42° - 30' 

0 
-2 - 30' 

0 35° - 30' -20 - 30' 33 - --
20° - 30' 

0 +3° - 30' l7 - --
22° .. 30' 0 +20 - 30' 20 - --0 'f- - 30' -4° - 30' 3 - --
36° - 15' 340 - -- +2° - 15' 
19° - 45' 19° - 30' +0° - 15' 

14° - -- 1t - 30' 
0 

-3 - 30' 0 l 0 - 15' +0° - 45' 19 - --
19° - 30' 17° - 30' 0 

+2 - --
28° - 30' ~- 30' 

0 
+1 - --

7° - 45' 10° - 30' -2° - 45' 
0 0 0 

12 - -- 13 - -- -1 - --0 0 0 
23 - -- 21 - -- +2 ... .. .. 

0 0 
5 - -- 5 - -- 0 

57° - 30' 56° - 30' +1 - --

100' 17 - 30' 19 - -- -1 - 30' 
16° - --

0 0 
15 - -- +1 - --

42° - -- 46" - -- -40 - --
0 0 0 

29 - -- 30 - -- -1 ...... 
14° - -- l8° - 30' -4° - 30' 

39° - 30' 
0 

+00 - 30' 39 - --
39° - 30' 

0 
+40 • 30' 35 - --

3° • 30' 
0 . 

+1° ... 30' 2 - --0 16° • 30' +2° • 30' 19 - --0 
36° - --

0 
35 - -- -1 - --
30° - 30' 30° - 30' 

0 15° - 30' +1° - 30' 17 - --
54° - 30' 

0 
+1° - 30' 53 - --

35° - 30' 
0 ..o.o .. 30' 35 - --

'i!f3° - 15' 28° - -- +0° - 15' 

80 - --
0 0 

11 - -- -3 - --
380 - -- 4oo - -- 0 

-2 . - --
49° - 30 .. 490 - -- +00 - 30' 
16' - 30' l6° - 30' 
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of simplifying assumptions. Thus three sets were obtained assuming the 
target is the ellipse itself, three others assuming the target is a 
second shape iDs ide the ellipse. (Of course, as before, the angle of 
obliquity "" seek is the angle made 'With the outer figure -- in this 
case the ellipse.) We assumed the axes of the inner target to be about 
three-quarters of those of the ellipse. The three sets obtained for 
each of these two targets were one using an ellipse ~th its major axis 
tWice its minor one, a second with the ratio of its major axis to its 
minor one 4 to 3 and a third that incorporates trajectories impinging 
elsewhere tha;n on the long side of the ellipse. For this third set we 
used a ratio of 4 to 3 (long side to short), obtained the distribution 
of the angle of obliquity assuming uniformly distributed, parallel 
trajectories impinging only on the short side and then combined these 
results 'With those obtained earlier for the long side. A weighted 
average was used to combine the two sets of results, "longs" with a. 
weight of 4, "shorts", 3· Table 4 contains a. summary of the six sets of 
:results for angles of obliquity in 15° increments along 'With the two sets 
we had previously obtained using more realistic assumptions. A discus~ 
sian of the results and a detailed description of hov they were obtained 
follows. 

Clearly a two by one ellipse won't do, using a. 4 to 3 target im
proves the result considerably. However, even the third from last column, 
containing results obtained using the most realistic of the simpli~ 
assumptions, misses the ma.rk by putting too much in the range 0 - 15° and 
too little in 30 .. 6o0

• The only set of data not suffering from this 
defect, that for weighted results on a single target, puts so much less 
in the range 15 - 45° and more in 6o - 90° that 1 t given an even poorer 
approximation overall. 

We wlll now describe the procedure used to obtain the 'atribution 

using the simplifying assumptions. In general we will use -;:;'2 + ~ = J. 
c e 

for the equation of the ellipse where c and e are the major and minor 
semi-axes, respectively. Because of the symmetry of the ellipse it is 
sufficient to consider just one quadrant. Consider Figure 8 below. Let 
AX be the trajectory of the fragment, intersecting the ellipse at B. 
~' if BE is tangent to the ellipse at B and CB is normal to BE, we 
have w = angle A:OC: is the angl.e of obliquity. But angle BCD = angle ABC 
a.nd therefore cot w ;:~; slope of BC. As is well known the slope of the 
normal is ·d:x/dy. Differentiating the formula for the ellipse :!:mplicitly 
with respect to y gives: 

• 0 or 
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Tab~e 4. Canpa:r:l.son of Results Using S:!.mp~if';ying Assun;ption~ 
to those Usi.Dg More Real.istic Ones 

Per Cent of' Time Ans;! e is Less Than Given One 
Sine:] e Target Imbedded Ta.rget Realistic-MOdel: 

An~e of Wted wted 
Obliquity 2 to~ !; to 3 !; to J 2 to~ 4cto;j 4 to 3 D; 4o' D ;; 100' 

~5 1,7 .2 33-6 27-6 62.2 lj,lj,.4 36-6 30·9 28.8 

30 75-6 6o.8 5~-7 l.OO.O 80.5 68.7 57.6 61.9 

45 89.4 Bo.o ~-4 IDO.O 94.6 85·9 85.0 

"' "" 6o 96.~ 9J..8 86.4 l.OO.O 98·9 99·5 

75 99-l. 98.0 96.4 IDO.O J.oo.o 

90 l.OO.O J.oo.o IDO.O 



Hence, 

c cot 0): =-• 

(~) 

o,e 

o,o 

since points on the ell1pse sa.tisf;y' 

2 2 
C .. X(J 

or 

2 
x = ---"-c __ _ 

0 

• 'J 2 2 y=- c -x,webave c 

Figure 9. 1'he El.l.iptical. Target 

A c 

2 
+. ~ = 1 

e 

If the traJectories are ~el and unifo:nnly distributed al.ong the 
major axis of the ellipse, the cumul.a.tive distribution of' the angles of' 
obllquity is given by: 

( .. ~ Probebility the absolute val.ue of the a:ngle of ob~iquity 5 w) = 
0 

0 0406o0 0 () If ..., set "' = ~5 , 30 , 5 , , and 75 , we can get X
0 

using 1 and the 
corresponding cumulative probabilities. 
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Note that if "" restrict our distribution to those actuall.;y hitting 
""""' imbedded target v.!.th a maximum •-·maJor-axis = h < c, then (as
suming the trajectories proceed straight through the ellipse): 

l?rohabilit;y (the absoJ.ute value of the IW!lle of obliquity 5. ru/a hit on 

the imbedded target) = ~0 
Finally note that, by the s;ymmetcy in the ellipse, we ma;r reuite (1) to 
get the intercept an the short side of the ellipse, say, 

.2 
y = ,.:;;::::::;;"::=::::;;:: 0 .J2 2 2 c cot m+e 

and now: 

prob. (and of obliquity 5. w) 

for the conditional probability if the maximum length of the semi-minor
axis of the imbedded figure is g. 

0
we ~ceeg., as0before, ;5o get the 

cumulative distribution for ro = 15 , 30 , 45 , 6o , and 75 • Recall thet 
the weighted results axe obtained using: 

weighted result _ 4 (result on 10!!1! side) + 3 (result on short side) - 7 



• 

The distributions at bath 4o and 100 feet indioats tbat the angles of 
obliquity eannot be assumed clustered near zero. In f'act 1 for impe.c:ts on 
the upper torso at ranges of 4o to 100 feet, the p~rtion gt these angles 
less than w0 is sPP"?xiJDatsl;y (2 w)'/> for"' between 0 and 4o , (4o + ro)'/> 
for w bet..,en 4o and 6o0 

1 and 1.001> for "' greater than 6o0 • 

Rlil:XMIENDA.TIONS 

The distribution o:r angles of obli'J)lity sheuld be taken into considera
tion when assessing the effectiveness. of body ar.mor. More speeif'ica.ll.y the 
distributions presented in the repOrt sbould be used in evaluating body 
armor protection f'or the upper torso at distances of 4o and 100 feet. The 
procedures presented herein can be used a.s required to estimate the distri ... 
bution o:f the angles of obli'J)lity tbat can be expected in attaoks oo other 
areas of the body • 

• 
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Al'PENlliX I 

n>e l.8o Va.luea of the Angles a and ~ Used :tn the Stuey 
,and the Resultant Angles of Obliquity '"' for D = 4o Feet end 

D = 100 Feet 
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THE 180 VALUES OF THE ANGLES a AND ll USED IN THE STUDY 
AND THE RmULTANT ANGLES OF OBLIQUITY a>, FOR D = 4o FEET AND D = 100 FEET 

D = 4o Feet D = 100 Feet 
~ Range in Minutes Jiandom " Random ~ Range in Minutes 

....!!L ...a._ Minimum Maximum Number (In DefiO:ees) Number M1n1nnnn Maximum ...a._ ....!!L 
31° 34• 30" -48 48 859 90 861, -19 19 13' !)0• 290 
22° 22' 20" -h8 48 733 69 1'51 -19 19 ~9• 200 
37° -39 1 1011 -48 48 092 67 092 -19 19 -15· 30" 36" 
35° 43 1 -48 49 936 85 941 -19 19 171 34° 210 -19 1 4o• -48 49 292 64 281 -19 19 - 81 20• 16° 

so - 4o• -h8 49 488 83 488 -19 20 o• oo• 40 
23° -23 1 4o• -48 49 251 82 m -19 20 19' 4o• 37° eo - 4• !)0• -48 49 445 82 248 -19 20 - 9 1 20" 200 

N 38° -38 1 3011 -48 !)0 097 8l 098 -19 20 -15• 10" 380 0> 
39" 49' !)0• -48 so 998 80 998 -19 20 20• 50° 
20" -19' 20ft -48 !)0 293 19 299 -19 20 - 71 20" 190 
32° -30' 30" -48 50 179 78 196 -19 21 -ll' so- 29" 
4" 10• 4o• -48 50 599 77 564 -19 21 4• 20• so 
80 lh• 20" -47 51 626 76 610 -19 21 5• 20" 8" 

roO -17' !)0• -47 51 298 75 296 -19 21 - 1' 10° 19" 

28° -25• 10" -47 51 223 74 225 -19 21 -10' 28° 
30" 41• 20" -47 51 901 73 888 -19 21 161 30° 27" 
lh" . 24• -47 52 717 72 312 -19 21 - 6• 30" 180 
roO -16• 20" -47 52 310 72 117 -19 21 9' ko• lho 
lh" 23 1 20• -47 52 712 71 708 -19 2ll 9 1 20" 13" 

6" lh• 20• -47 52 620 69 620 -19 21 5• so• 7" 
34° -28 1 30" -48 52 195 68 192 -19 21 -11 1 20• 32° 
34° -30' -48 52 180 68 171 -19 21 -12• 10" 3~ J,O ll' -48 52 590 68 rot -19 21 4• 10" 4 
ll" 22• !)0• -48 52 708 68 -19 21 9 1 10" 13" 



THE 1.80 VALUES OF THE ANGI.m a AND ~ USED IN THE B'l'UllY 
AND THE RESULTANT ANGI.m OF OBLJ:Q.UITY m, FOR D = 4o FEET AND D = ~00 FEET (Can't) 

D = 4o Feet 
!2 Ranfiie 1n Minutes Randan a 

m ..L. Mi nj nnvn MaJd.Drum Number (In Degrees) Number M:Lrii&m --MBX1Dtm ..L ..J!L 
200 35' 10• -47 52 830 67 825 -19 ~ 14• 23° 
12° 221 hO• -47 52 704 67 700 -19 ~ 9' 100 
54° -44• so• -47 52 022 64 017 -19 ~ -16 1 20• !>40 uo - ,. 20• -47 52 ~ 63 ~ -19 ~ - 2• 10" 100 
260 -21' -47 52 263 62 271 -19 ~ 13 1 260 

70 3 1 20" -47 52 508 6o 508 -19 ~ 1' so 
16° 311 20° -47 52 791 S9 796 -19 2l 12• 50" 18° uo 301 10" -47 52 719 58 763 -19 ~ 12' 20• 190 uo - 11 30" -47 52 459 57 459 -19 ~ - hO• 100 
26° -18• -47 52 293 56 292 -19 ~ - 7' 20° 260 

" 310 39' 30" -47 52 674 55 667 -19 ~ 15• 4o• 310 "' 60 6• -47 52 535 S4 538 -19 ~ 21 30" 4o 
380 -30' 30" -47 51 168 53 175 -19 ~ -12' no 
100 2S• 10• -47 51 736 52 718 -18 2l 10' uo 
380 41• so• -47 51 906 51 893 -18 ~ 16• so• 390 

190 -ll' 1.0" -47 51 366 50 3$0 -18 ~ - 4• 20° ~ ao 3' 30" -47 51 515 b9 500 -18 ~ 11 30" so 30 14• -47 51 622 h8 607 -18 ~ 5• hO· 40 
16° 31' 10" -47 51 796 47 789 -16 20 121 200 
~ -16• 10" -46 51 267 46 262 -18 20 - 7' 270 

].90 30' -46 51 784 45 784 -16 20 ll' 50• 180 
18° -10• 10" -46 50 'R3 hh 368 -18 20 - 4• 220 
28° 36• 30" -46 50 859 43 85$ -18 20 14• 30• 260 
36° 45• hO• -46 50 955 42 956 -18 20 16• 20• 360 
32° 39• 30" 

"""' 
50 689 hl 886 -18 20 15• hO• 300 



THEt l.8o VALUES OF THE ANGLES a AND tl USllD IN THE STUDY 
AND THE lmlUL'Il'<NT ANGLES OF OBLIQUITY "'' FOR D ~ 4o FEEr AND D ~ 100 FEET (Con' t} 

D- 4o Feet D ~ 100 Feet 

~ R•n"e in Minutes Random a Randall ~ Rml!l!l in Minutes . 

'" ..L M1 n1mnm Maximum NUmber (In Degrees) Number Minimum Ma.ximum. ..L ....!!L 

63° -h3• 40• -16 50 014 40 461. -18 20 - 30" 16° 
30 201 50• -44 ;o 720 :l9 689 -18 20 8• 10• 90 

420 -34• 40" -44 ;o 099 38 099 -17 20 -131 20• ;oo 
36° -24• -44 ;o m 37 196 -17 20 - 9' 40• 3~ 10° 211 30" -h3 49 701 36 660 -17 20 a• 1o• 

310 -17 1 40• -h3 49 ~6 35 ~6 -17 20 - 6• so• 26° 
56° -38' 30" -43 49 049 34 222 -17 19 - 9' 360 
35° -221 30" -h3 49 223 34 046 -17 19 -15• 20" 56° 
23° n' J.O" -42 h8 613 32 813 -17 19 12• 20" 200 
w.o -281 40• -42 h8 1h8 31 1:39 -17 19 -12' 46° 

w 340 w.• 40• -42 h8 963 30 968 -17 19 11• so• 380 0 

46° -34• 40• -42 46 o61 30 074 -17 19 -14 1 208 52° 
200 - 50• ..4J. 47 166 29 444 .:J.7 19 - 1' 190 
;so -:39' 10" ..4J. 47 020 28 020 -16 19 - 9' 37° 
200 2s• so• -41 47 159 ~ 7h8 -16 19 10' 10• 16° 

30 131 30" -40 46 622 2S 632 -16 18 ,. 30" "0 so 3' 20" -40 46 504 23 so; .:J.6 18 1' 10" 100 
16° - 1' 30• -:39 45 446 22 441 -16 l8 - 1• 22° 
26° 36' -:39 16 893 21 892 -16 18 14• 20" 26° 
32° 40• -36 16 940 20 934 -15 18 15' 50• 310 

140 1 1 20" -38 44 480 19 479 -15 17 20" 12° 
120 23 1 50" -37 44 751 l8 716 -15 17 8• sou 110 
46° 1,2• 20" -37 44 979 17 974 -15 17 161 10" 410 
60 12• SO" -37 43 623 16 623 -15 17 5• 20 

36° -16• -37 43 262 15 359 -15 17 - Jl 30" 28° 



THE 180 VAI.Um OF THE ANGIJ;E a AND ~ USED IN THE 8'l'!liJY 
AND 'l'BE RESULTANT ANGIJ;E OF OBLIQUIT'l .,, FOR D ~ 4o ~ AND D = lOO ~ (Can't) 

D = 4o Feet D = 100 Feet 
~ Ran~ in Minutes Random a RandOlll ~ RanG!: in Minutes 

..J!L _L MimJnum Mrudmum !lumber (In DeiU"ees) Number Minimum Mrudmum _L ..J!L 

190 29' -36 43 823 lh 823 -lS 17 n• 20• 17° 40 8• 30" -36 42 S71 12 SS9 -lh 17 3' 20• 30 
200 - 8• 30" -36 41 3S7 11 3S7 -lh 17 - 3' 160 
60 2' 1!0• -35 41 IQ6 lO 489 -lh .16 1!0• 60 

16° - 6• -35 41 382 9 372 -lh 16 - 2• so• 180 

90 17 1 30" -34 1!0 696 8 683 -lh 16 61 30° 90 
32° -17 1 -34 40 230 7 239 -lh 16 - 6• so• 32° 
42° -21.• 30• -34 39 171 6 172 -lh 16 - 8• so• 420 
400 -21• 10• -34 39 176 s liQ -13 16 - B• 40• 410 
54° -25• so• -33 39 100 4 092 -13 16 -10' 2011 4yG 

'i:l no -29' -3~ 39 OS6 3 048 -13 lS -11' 1!0• soo 
110 17. so• -33 38 716 2 720 -13 15 y• 10• ~ 30 10' 10° -33 37 617 1 613 -13 1S 41 10" 1 uo -23' 20° -33 37 138 0 w -13 15 - a• so• 440 
'300 -18 1 30" -33 37 207 ,;,1 2l4 -13 15 - 7' 290 

20 9' -33 38 S92 - 2 5% -13 lS 31 40• 1o 
20 7 I 40• -33 39 566 - 3 S66 -13 lS 2• so• 00 
20 4• 30" -33 39 S2l -4 S18 -13 15 1 1 30" 40 

48° 28• -33 39 847 -s 8S6 -13 16 111 so• 46° 340 19' 30" -34 hO 723 -6 723 -13 16 8• 28° 
suo -31• so• -34 40 029 -7 033 -lh 16 .,-13' suo 
26° 3Qt 10'' -JS 41 8S7 - 9 728 -lh 16 7' so• 290 
33° 201 40" -35 41 732 - 9 8S7 -14 16 111 40• 48° 200 -13 1 20° -3S 41 285 -10 278 -lh 16 - s• 4o• l9c 
40 5• 4o• -35 42 526 -11 528 -lh 16 1• so• 60 



TliE l.8o VALUES OF TEE ANGLES a AND tl USED IN TEE STUDY 
AND THE .RESULTANT ANGLES GF OBLIQUITY .,, FOR D = ll() FEET AND D = ~00 FEET (Con' t) 

D = ll() Feet D = J.OO Feet 
~ .Rail~ in Minutes Random a Random J3 Range 1n Minutes 

...l!L .....IL Minimum Maximum Number (In Degrees) Number M-!n1nmm Max1mmn .....IL ...l!L 
60 - J.O• -36 42 459 -12 446 -lh 17 - ].OW 100 

460 26• so• -36 42 806 -12 796 -lh 17 l.O' 40• 460 
3ho -2S• 30" -36 42 135 -13 156 -15 17 -10' 33° 20 6• 10• -37 43 S40 -15 540 -15 17 2' 2011 60 
48 ~· -37 43 474 -16 474 -15 17 J.O• 60 

220 ].01 20" -37 44 584 -17 594 -lS 17 4• fiO 
)60 -2S• 30" -37 45 140 -18 152 -lS 18 - 9' so• )00 
49° 26• 2G" -37 45 772 -19 758 -15 18 10' 46" 90 4• -38 45 S06 -2G 510 -1S 18 1• so• 12" 
53° -37' 40• -38 46 004 -21 03h -16 18 -lh• 50" 53° 

"' , 290 -2h' 20" -38 46 163 -22 897 -16 18 141 30" 620 
63° 36' 30" -38 46 887 -22 196 -16 18 - 9 1 20" 29" 
18° 6• -39 47 523 -24 544 -16 18 2' 30" 24° 
54° 28• 20" -39 47 783 -24 804 -16 18 11' 2G• 53° 
46° 23 1 -39 47 721 -2S 735 -16 18 9' 46° 
400 -36 1 -40 47 046 -26 033 -16 19 -14• so• 42" 2G0 3' -40 48 489 -27 490 -16 19 1' 10" 16° 
28° -19' 20" -40 48 23h -28 23h -16 19 - 1• so• 29" 
37" -28• 40• -40 48 129 -29 153 -17 19 -11• )011 360 
44° 19' so• -41 49 676 -30 694 -17 19 6• 40" 
22" 1 1 40• -41 49 474 -31 491 -17 19 40• 22" 
35° -27 1 40• -41 49 148 -32 537 -17 19 2' 20" 26° 
27" 1' 20" -41 49 537 -32 854 -17 19 131 40" 56° 
SB0 35• so• -41 49 854 -32 lh8 -17 19 -11' 40• 38° 140 -lS' so• -42 49 287 -34 287 -17 2G - 6• 20" 16° 



THE 1BO VALUJ;5 OF THE ANGLES a AND ~ USED IN THE STUDY 
AND TilE RllSUilllUIT ANGLES OF OBLIQUITY o>, FOR D ~ llQ FEllr AND D ~ 1.00 FEllr (Con' t) 

D ~ llQ Feet D- J.OO Feet 
~ Ran5e in Minutes Random a Random ~ !lange in Minutes 

..!lL ...JL M1ninnun Maximum Number (In Degrees) Number Minimum Maximum ...JL ..!lL 
J40 12• 10" -42 >o 569 -35 604 -17 20 5• 20• 3(/> 
sao 44• 20" -42 50 938 -36 946 -17 20 18' 58" 
430 22' so• -43 50 706 -37 71.9 -1.8 20 9' 20" 47° 
56° 42• 1.0" -44 50 916 -38 918 -18 20 16• so• sse 
46° -36• so• -44 50 076 -39 083 -1.8 20 -1.4• so• 4(/> 

50" 29' so• -44 50 785 -40 781. -18 20 1.1. 1 bO• 490 

56° h8• -44 50 919 -41 974 -18 20 19' 5(/> 
40" -31.' 30" -45 >o 142 -42 1.40 -18 20 -12 1 ho• 3B" so -10 1 ho• -45 >o 361. -43 368 -18 20 - 4• 12" 
54° 47' 50• -45 51 961 -45 987 -18 20 19 1 30° 5ho 

"" ,, 
490 36 1 30" -45 51 870 -45 890 -18 20 151 >o• 49" 
42" 26• 30" -45 51 745 -46 761! -16 20 10' 40• 112" 
34° 1.4• so• -46 51 627 -47 623 -16 20 5• 40• 340 
12" - 7' 40• -46 52 391 -48 386 -18 20 - 3' 20". uo 
51° -41' -46 52 051 -49 047 -13 21 -16• so• 48" 
28" 15• 10• -47 51 634 ->a 620 -18 21 6• 10° 33" 
40" 31' 20• -47 51 799 -51 769 -16 21 12' ~ 37° 19' 40" -47 51 680 -51 675 -18 21 a• 20• ~0 1QO -25' -46 52 230 -5h 211. -18 21 - 9' 40• J40 21 -48 52 690 -56 615 -16 21 8• 20° 340 

4!,0 45• 40• -48 52 937 -57 089 -19 21 -15' 30° 400 
t,oo -39' 10• -48 52 089 -57 937 -1.9 21 1.8• 30" w.o 
46° 48• 20• -48 52 963 -56 954 -19 21 191 10" ~ 70 -141 40• -48 52 333 -59 Mo -1.9 21 - l' 
4" -18• 10" -48 52 298 -59 325 -19 21 - 6• 70 



TllE l8o VALUES OF TllE ANG:I.m o: AND il USED IN TllE STUDY 
AND THE REllUL'IlUIT ANGLES OF OBLIQUITY "'' FOR D = 4o FJmr AND D = lOO FEET (Con' t) 

D- 4o Feet D 100 Feet 
~ Ran~e in Minutes Random 0: Random 13 Range in Minutes 

...l!L ...L M1n1mnm Ma.xilnum Number (In Degrees) Number Minimum Max1:mum ...L ...l!L 

J.40 -29' -48 ~2 190 -~~ ~6 -~ 21 -11• so• 100 

17° - 2' -46 ~2 460 -~9 287 -~ 21 - 7' 30" 00 

31° 21' 20" -48 52 7~3 -61 742 -19 21 101 40•' 300 
390 42 1 20" -48 52 903 -62 892 -19 21 161 40• 370 

33° 35' so• -48 52 839 -64 229 -~ 21 - 9' so• 30 

90 -30' -48 52 160 -64 839 -19 21 14• 30" 32° 
150 - 3' 40" -ua 52 U43 -65 433 -~ 21 - 1• 4o• 140 

35° 421 so• -48 52 908 -67 912 -19 21 17 1 30" 36° 
30" -42• so• -48 52 051 -68 051 -19 21 l.' 20" 18° 
210 151 50• -48 51 645 -69 646 -19 21 6• 50" 210 

""' 10' 

26° 31' 20• -48 51 801 -70 792 -19 21 121 40• 26° 
190 20' -46 51 667 -71 671 -19 21 71 50" 22"' 
10 -20• -46 50 266 -72 271 -19 21 - 8• 10" 20 

24° 35' 5o• -46 50 855 -73 655 -19 21 15• 10" 16° 
38° 48• 40• -48 50 966 -74 97Ji. -~ 21 19' 50• 400 

ao -28• 108 -48 50 202 -15 196 -19 21 -u• 10• 70 
40 -21' 10• -48 50 274 -76 256 -19 21 - a• 40• 20 

roo 30' so• -48 50 804 -77 715 -19 21 12' 200 
40 -13' 50• -46 50 349 -76 329 -~ 21 - 51 50" 10 

5" - 81 40• -48 50 401 -79 382 -~ 21 - 31 40• 40 

180 -37' 10" -48 50 lll -60 112 -19 21 -14• 30" 17° 
240 U4• -48 50 938 -81 938 -19 21 18• 30" 340 
22° 33' 50" -48 49 BU4 -82 812 -19 21 13' 30" 210 

33° 47' -48 49 979 -62 942 -19 21 18• 40• 31° 
18" 301 50• -48 49 813 -64 800 -~ 21 13' 19° 



\...> 
V\ 

..J!L 

2S" 
12" 
19° 
J.40 

40 

THE 180 VALUES OF THE ANGLES a AND I> USED IN THE STUDY 
AND THE RmlJLTANT ANGLES OF OBLIQUITY .,, FOR D = 4o FnT AND D = 100 FEET (Con 't) 

D = 4o Feet 
~ .Ran~ 1n Minutes lltmd.om a 

_L Minimum Maximum. Number (In Degrees) Number M1n1nnvn Maxinlllm. 

38 1 -48 Ia 887 -6!) IJ!)O -19 21. 
2!)• 20" -48 48 764 -87 7W. -19 20 
3!> 1 20" -h8 WI 868 -68 8!)!) -19 20 
29' -48 48 8o7 -69 8o7 -19 19 
111 30" -h8 WI 62o -90 620 -19 19 

_L ..J!L 

JS• no· 
lO' uo 
14• 20• 18" 
u• J,o• 1!)0 
41 30" 40 



APPENDIX II 

Matbeme.tical Development of the Relationship 

cos 4> = cos 0:. cos IJ. cos r + sin IJ. sin , 

where: ~ = true angle of obliquity 

w ~ projected angle of obliquity 

IJ. = angle between the true normal 
and the horizontal plane 

7 = angle between the true trajectory .. 
and the horizontal plane 



In this Appendix ve will establish the :for:mul.a. relating the true 
s.ngl.e of obli<;luity to the projected angle. To do this we require Figure 
6 ~ch is given again below as Figure 10 with sane change in the nota
tion to facilitate the presentation of tbe arguments. 

Figure lO. The Projections 

B 

E 

A AED LIES IN ntE HORIZO!lTAL PLANE, A IB ntE POINT OF JMB\C~ 

If we let AB be the trajectory and AC be the normal, then the s.ngl.e 
~ is the true angle of obliquity. First, we can pick any point B on the 
trajectory and construct BC perpendicular to AC. From C we then drop CD, 
and from B drop BE, perpendicular to the horizontal plane (AED). Then 
a> is the projected angle of' obliquity. f1na1Jy1 we draw FC pa:ra.llel. to 
ED. 

Fran tris.ngl.e AED (which is not necessaril;y a right tris.ngl.e} using 

Mf+AD2 -~ ~2 =2 =2 
the law of cosines we get: cos m = • From An- + DC = AC 

2 :AE Ai5 

a:nd JJf + mf- = AB
2 we get IJl- + JJf = AB

2 + AC
2 

- ro2 
- mf- and since 

(iii!i - iiC)
2 + ED2 = iilf, we get -2 BE CD - :ac2 = -Bif - oo2 - ~. CCI!ibining 

these two and substituting in the equation for cos "'' we find that: 

37 



2 AE AD 

@ (AC" • BE CD) AC Ac AB_.J!l! CD 
In terms of trigono-cos Q) = = -

~ AE AD AD :AB AE XE AD 

metric functions, we get: l cos • l - tan. tan 1-l• cos Ol = cos 
~ l cos 7 

EqaivaJ.ent:cy-, cos (I) = cos c~s .. 1..1. 
8~0; ;1n:r and fi.na.1..ly we obtain 

cos t = cos m cos 1J. cos 7 + sin 1J. sin 7 • 
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